Let’s get the conversation started…
UK SAYS NO MORE
Lyndsey Dearlove
Head of UK SAYS NO MORE

UK SAYS NO MORE is a national campaign, facilitated by London Charity Hestia. The campaign launched in early 2016 with the aim to
raise awareness of domestic abuse and sexual violence across the UK.
UK SAYS NO MORE unites and strengthen a diverse community of members under one powerful, visual symbol, and provides opensource tools, information and resources for individuals and organisation to get involved.
Together, we are challenging he myths and misconceptions around domestic abuse and sexual violence, sharing resources and
information and ultimately working together to make real positive social change.
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Step 1 Summarise the situation
Agree who you want to talk to, what you want to say, how you want to say it and when you want to say
it.
• When considering ‘who you want to talk to’, differentiate between your external stakeholders, internal
stakeholders, customers, clients and online supporters.
• At this early stage, agreeing what you want to say is important – having an understanding of the
companies' response, even if it is going to take a while to get everything in place. Audiences are likely to
be as engaged in the journey as they are in the outcome

• UK SAYS NO MORE separates the messaging into;
1.

Awareness raising of the issue and the support that is available

2.

Promoting the companies response to domestic abuse (polices, training and accreditation).

• Consider all you channels communication, especially those that enable face to face communication.
• Timing is important, don’t wait to say it but don’t say it without being prepared
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UK SAYS NO MORE will bring individuals and organisations together
to raise awareness and increase understanding around the domestic
abuse and sexual violence. Ultimately enabling those closest to
victims of abuse to recognise and respond safely to disclosures,
ensuring that support is in place at the earliest opportunity.

Aims:
•

End domestic abuse and sexual violence through education and awareness.

•

End domestic abuse and sexual violence by bringing not-for-profit organisations, government and corporate organisations
together to enable them to take up their responsibility and role in ending domestic abuse and sexual violence

•

To inspire individuals to recognise and respond to domestic abuse and sexual violence

•

To be a conduit/platform for survivors and supporters to share their experiences, ideas and their message around domestic abuse
and sexual violence
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Step 2 Determine the desires outcome

• View the communications plan as a cycle oppose to a liner interaction, ensure there is a an opportunity
to hear and implement feedback.
• If you have separated your messaging into awareness raising and the companies response then you can
agree the different types of measurements or outcomes that you would be looking to achieve.
• It is difficult to measure the impact of awareness raising unless you have a pre and post questionnaire
or use another behavioural measurement tool.
• Agree different expectations of understanding and awareness of the companies response for different
roles within the organisation, such as HR and line managers etc. An example of good practice would be,
that those with managerial responsibilities view DA leave and/or emergency loan as something that
they could offer opposed to something that the victim needs to request.

Things to consider if you’re measuring impact;
You may see an increase in disclosures from both those that
have experienced abuse (historically), those still enduring
domestic abuse and those that perpetrate abuse.
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Step 3 Define your audience
Those with a low level
of Knowledge and
Understanding

• Separate your audience into different segments
• Adapt the message to meet the audience needs
• Appreciate the value of your brand and use it as leverage

Those with a medium
level of knowledge
and understanding

Those with a high
level of knowledge
and understanding

Victims, Childhood
survivors

Things to consider…
• No-one reacts well to being singled out or feeling that they are being singled out.
• A good approach is one of, ‘You are the best placed person to help a victim of abuse’ and encourage
them to ask themselves #WhatICanDo
• Consider your audiences movements; where do they spend time waiting, are there any quite or more
private places in the company building or would quirky ways of communication work well?
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Step 4 Develop the message
• #WhatICanDo

UK SAYS NO MORE will bring individuals and organisations together to
raise awareness and increase understanding around the domestic abuse
and sexual violence. Ultimately enabling those closest to victims of
abuse to recognise and respond safely to disclosures, ensuring that
support is in place at the earliest opportunity.
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Step 5 Develop the strategy, identify the channels you’ll use and how you
use them.
• Use your existing methods of communication; newsletters, intranet, company publications and old
fashioned but still very useful notice boards and printed materials.
• Take your employees on the journey with you, share updates of progress and celebrate those that come
forward and attend training or get involved in other awareness activities.
• Use your existing ‘people’ groups
• Create opportunities for discussion to occur;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coffee morning’s,
Lunchtime talks
Hosting an event or network meeting – add an AOB and ask what they’re doing
Do you offer a graduate scheme – get them to arrange a webinar/training for themselves (HSBC)
Get involved in fundraising activities – running a marathon let people know why,
Arrange an internal fundraising event

• Look to you external stakeholders, customers and distribution chains for additional opportunities.
• Be open and explore opportunities. Each company has a unique way that they can go above and beyond
and reach more people, for instance do you add a message to your invoices, do you produce anything could information be added to the packaging or could you enable the message be shared using other
parts of your business?
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Step 6 Measure your Progress
• Share your learning here at EIDA

• Let UK SAYS NO MORE know what you need, share any findings with us – we’d look to reflect on them
with you and if you have not already done so sign up for Hestia’s, Everyone’s Business Programme,

How to access the resources and tools
•
•

•

•

Become a partner of UK SAYS NO MORE, you’ll be joining our network of over 340
Parliamentarian champions and partners.
Download the UK SAYS NO MORE toolkit and posters (contact us if you need any
adaptations)
Get involved in Hestia Everyone’s Business Programme
• Assessment and accreditation
• Training
• Access to a specialist IDVA and counselling
• Access to Everyone’s Business Portal (toolkit/posters are available there too)
Bright Sky – free to download

Contact us: UKSAYSNOMORE@Hestia.org
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The DA Bill

o
o
o
o
o

UK SAYS NO MORE Week – 2018
140 MP Champion’s
Evidence for Home Affairs Committee
Evidence for Joint Human Right’s Committee
Evidence for the legislative Committee
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